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ABSTRACT

:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To obtain a steel stock for gear, minimal in strain, by

specifying a chemical composition and a structure, respectively.

SOLUTION: This steel stock has a composition which consists of ,^"t^y) weight , 0.10-

0.35% C^^O.Ql-2.5% Sijj^ 0.20-2.50% Mn, 0.01-2.50% Cr> 0-, 01-2. 5% Al, and the balance
iron and satisfies Si+Al=0.5 to 2.6% and in which Ac3, represented by equation I,

and DI, represented by equation II, are regulated to 850-960°C and 30-250mm,
respectively. The steel stock is carburized at 850-1, 000** C^^ hardened at 8Q0-950''C,

and tempered, by which the noncarburized zone is provided with dual-phase structure
consisting of martensite containing 10-70area% ferrite. Further, one or more kinds

selected from a first group consisting of 0.01-0.70% Mo, 0.01-2.0% Ni, 0.01-0.70%
W, and 0.01-1.0% V and/or a second group consisting of 0.005-1.0% Ti, 0.005-0.50%
Nb, and 0.005-0.50% Zr can be added to this steel . Moreover, Mo and Ni can be

eliminated. Si content can be changed to 0.50-2.5%, and Al can be moved to the
second group and Al content can be changed to 0.005-2.0%. It is desirable to
regulate DI to 30-150mm.
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[»ifc#ai iit.2TC:0.1(K0.35I.Si:0.01 -'2.5a:.M

n:0.2(h-2.5(K.Cr:0.01~2.50K.Al:0.01 —2.5Sfl.-:3Si

+Al:0.5~2.6I. mS : flfe&tX^RraPFtfifirC. (1)

* : Acs =920-203 /"C444.7Si<31.5Ho-30»fe-llCr+40Al

-15.2Ni+13.1W+104V440Ti — (1) tiSta *J,850~

960 X;. (2) iC: Di =7.95/"C(H0.70Si)a«.3Mn)(l

+2.16Cr)(l+3.0Mo)(l+0.3a<i)(l+5.0V) (2) fciS

Di *qo-»)« ol^^MiJft<o•l*rft:. «» MoooTa
^.800-950 m^S^U iSMLSrt. Wftt^Nil^
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-0.502 ffXL m<0\>iimj±^imti>, ifcMo.Ni ^
flin»Ui:0.50 ^2.5Z(C. A1^2 m^tAl:0.005~-2.
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C :0.1O-O.35wt.2>

S i : 0.01-2.5 wt.Z.

Mn :0.2(K2.50Mt.Z.

A 1 : 0.01-2.5 i«t.Z. ^XX/.
C r : 0.01-2.50Kt.Z

Si+Al :0.5—2.6wt.Z

Ac3 =920-203 /CH4.7Si«l.ab-3Wh-llCr*40Al-15.2Ni+13.1W+104V<40ri

(1)

ft:J:r>TSaJS*l5Acs A^^Jt-f-ifi. 8» ~960 10«TE{2) 55

:

Di =7.95,rC(H0.70Si)(l+3.3fc)(l+2.16Cr)(H3.0Ho)(H0.36Ni)(H5.0V)

(2)

tzii^xmtbmtwmm!^ (di ) *«3o-250o

«apr(c«LT. aK8 5o~ioooT:<o«irtT
ii^!®5-i«iL. »:v^T. as8oo~9 5ot:<7)agi

tkb. ;ieoxoizLxnt:>iv::mmt(^mmsim.
ttftj. 7x7>f 1 o~7 oi^ffl»^*trvA^y^^>f

Mo : 0.01~0.70wt.Z.

N i : 0.01~2.0 wt.Z.

W : 0.01-0.70i*t.Z. tJitf

.

V : O.WM.O Ht.Z

«.

Ti : 0.005 ~1.0wt.Z,

Nb : 0.005 ~O.50wt.Z. ^XX/.

Zr :0.005-0. 50wt.Z

Mo : 0.01-0. T0i»t.Z.

N i : 0.01—2.0 wLZ.

W : 0.01-0.70wt.Z. tJit/f,

V : 0.01—1.0 irt,.Z

20 ij^ti,mJS.^j:< k <> 1 otwas. Ml^t. TSfl^Jft

Ti : 0.005 —1.0 wt.Z.

Nb : 0.005 -0.50»»t.Z. tJJ:V.

Zr : 0.005 -O.SOwt.Z

[iS*«5lC :0.1O-O.35wt.Z.

Si :0.50-2.5»»t.Z.

30 Mn :0.20-Z50i*t.Z, tiiV,
Cr :0.01—2.50wt.Z

Acs =920-203 C+44.7SH31.5Mt)-30»fc-llCr+4DAl-15.2Ni+B.ll#flO4V440Ti

(1)
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Di =7.95yc(HO.70Si) {l+3.»h) (l+2.16Cr) (H3.0Ho) (140. 36Ni) (1+5. OV)

(2)
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ffimmKjhh^^m&^-^ifmxh-yx .

i5g»iirt*ruT. jas8 5 0-iooor:<os5HrtT

iSK«si^ttt. jjcv^-c. aiK8 0 0-95 o-cffivm

7x9>f M& 1 0-7 oms%isXs^An'y^A

SO

W : 0.01-0. 70wt.Z, ^XXf.
V : 0.01-1.0 wt.Z

A 1 : 0.005 —2.0 wt.Z.

T i : 0.005 --1.0 wt.Z.
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Nb : 0.005 ~0.50wt.2, t>ilf.

Zr :0.005 -0. 50wt.Z

a.

W : 0.01M).70Mt.2, iiJ:tf,

V : O.OIM.O «t.Z

A 1 : 0.005 -2.0 wt.Z,

Ti :0.0(6~1.0Mt.2.

Nb : 0.005 -O-SOnt-Z. t>*J:t^.

Zr : 0.005 --O.50wt.Z
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i, Mn, Cr. MoteiW ^f<Oli^mmiWSmiZ

<OAriSaRiSia.T<^)aiS«*Tift»tS. ifev^-c, «s
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iTfi. L*»U«n&«A>. 3tefffiaSU4. v;PT>ir^ h

[ 0 0 1 0 J mm62ii. ftrta^7x9-f h •

dfljiSCi&^S. U*»L=Srtf«^. jfefi«3B2l4. «|^

[00 11] Mfmasii. msizm^^ssi^-^mi:
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[0016] -til-C, «W«U Mn. fr. Mo, Al,

fcriO. il«<r)iSfigfefrTt>SSfc7x7^ f • •7A^
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20 T&nesmm^fer^^t^ib^Kmjjm^&'tmfi
tzeMLntZbmM.Lt::,
[00171 iS*«l tlB«<^)fiS;^sg

<0T2b-o'C, C : 0.1(K0.35mLI, S I : 0.01—2.5 h

t.Z. Mn :0.20-2.50wt.Z, Al : 0.01—2.5 wt.Z,

tJiV, C r : O.Ol-2.50irt..Zi&#*L, AO. S i +
A 1 : 0.5 —2.6 tit.VmSk'^f^kL, SOS : ftt>J:l^

Ed) iCtCJ:'o-CSUi$il.SAcs. .iSi/N-9^-:J'-*«. 85

30 0 -960 lC<^Silrtfc:J>0, Ta(2) ^tiioTSJBS
ttiaesmg (di > «(3o-250n <o«iai^t:;&&

isyes 5 0-1 0 o ox:^n«mpr&smmin
L. iJClr^T, aSSO 0-9 50lC<^)«HrtT«WtJ!i

d{wLT#<?><i^tJ:S«»ri^^a5<^)aa*<. 7x^

<0l6BBfc:fev%T, TE ( 1 ) iCfcitf ( 2 ) iCCi: OAc

40 3 jfii^"C7->'-:^-t5J:l^lSB»Eg (Di ) iMiU't

W40 («) XS>i>bLXn.&-tt^<^b-tt, JJl

T. m«Ja2-10Sa<Of|B8K:ov^Tfcini:^t

r>\,-^Xi>ZilbmLb-th,

Ac3 =920-203 y"C+44.7Si431.5MD-30lfc-llCr+40Al-15.2Mi+B.lBtl04V-»4(lTi

(1)

Di =7.95/"C(H0.7(lSi)(l+3.»h) (l+2.16Cr) (H3.0Ho) (l40.36Ni) (1+5.0V)
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m<r>^:^f^smmi. sc. mo :o.oiM).70wt.%,

N i : 0.01—2.0 wt.Z. W : 0.01M>.70i»t.Z, HXV.
V : 0.01~1.0 iit.H)»i5.=5:iS*»^.aLC^^:< t i> 1

iS^JiltSttSilJtflBBfcSC. Ti : 0.005-

1.0 «t.Z. Nb : 0.005 ~O.50wt.Z. tJitX. Z r : 0.

005 ~O.90Mt.Z*»i?>^:&»*»ii>atUfi»'t:< i: t> lOO

a*«lfc:S»$tutlfiH8t:|gfc. Mo : 0.01

-M).70i»t.Z. N i : O-Ol—B-O tit.Z, W : 0.01~O.TOw

t.Z, iSXtfs V : 0.01M.0 Nt.Z:fi»4>^&S«''98^

ti^^K b 1 00)736. Mt^C. T i : 0.005 -1.0

i<t.Z. Nb : 0.005 -0.50wt.Z. tJj:t^. Z r : 0.0(6

-O.50wt.Z*»^5rSS*»^3LC^^:< t i> 1 oojjai

<OTt>^X, C : 0.10-0.35wt.Z. S i : 0.50-2.5 n

t.Z. Mn : 0.20-2.50wt.Z. iJitf. Cr : 0.01—2.5

OMt.Zi&**t. Saii : ttteJ:t^:f^'>nS^T*fift*'*>^*

^MW^MiJfi^WL. JbE(l) *t=J:-9TJWJ

3fL5Ac3 ^^'«7JX-^'-*^. ffiO -960 1C<?^!H|*JK:

±^(2) 3!((cJ:o-C](ili$it^a«m9!4ES (D

I ) m-isdm (nmrnchh^e^moL^^i
«*fT*>-5T. ±ffi«»t:«LT. fiS8 5 0-10 0

ox:<^eHrtTt§g8Pi&itL. »:v>T. aes oo-
ps ot:<^«Hrtmw8yi£i6t, -E-LT.

r<0*iS^W)fflli*»\ 7x7'f hSrl 0—7 0ffiS%

10 0 2 01 t.ti.mm3\zws,^ixti.wmmMm
m(^^'SJmSJZ. WZ. (DW:0.01-0.70wt.Z.

tJ it/f. V : 0.01—1.0 vt.liph*£hMil'i>MA,fz'J^^J:

< i: t lo<05a5*f«nLT*WlxTV^4ii:fe:1*«*

1 : 0.005 —2.0 wt.Z. T i : 0.005 —1.0 wt.Z. N
b : 0.005 -0.50wt.Z. ^tXf. Z r : 6.005 -O.50w

t.Z*»<9'5:SaHp<3aCfc>^< b t) lo<^)7Bg^f«iD

LX-^^LX\,^hZbtZimi-^hi>ff). tfi\i. O
H^StlgaSiliSaiflfcMC. W : 0.01-0.70wt.

Z. fcit^. V : 0.01-1.0 i»t.Z!6»^=SrS»*»^>aWf

^^r< i: t> IOOtSR. Ml^C. A 1 : 0.005 -2.0 n

t.Z. Ti : 0.005 —1.0 «t.Z. Nb : 0.005 -O.SOwt.

Z. tJit^. Z r : 0.005 -O.50i*t.Z3&»^>*&S*»^>a

A,iS3^tt<bi>l-yn7m^fmLX^^LX\^h:ib
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J:t^ . Mt^C. Ac33&Bae^lSK>&Al. TitiJ:tAi

He. mjhmymM(^>^ (kit. ritic^j kv^

[002 21 'MW&^mmtzauxii. mm
m.(^±^smbLx. '>3rf h\::--y^mim
^tih:Lbm\>^ifi. *mm¥tizxht£. mm^

ma^ii^^t^Lb^Kmrnsmsimtstti. h
20 Kl. Si. Mo. W . V (Cj:r>T«gl4Wa!aS3Wi*LT

[0 02 31 ZffJ^oiz. diOfg^fctJl^Ttt. jB»*

at&<oT»i<^^<n—rtL. ifc. ai . ti. n
hUXX/Z r -SrlSSeattliHkfcJ:

30 [00241 <j;C, ClO^DHOji^jSAtLftKffiflmcD

X. OTCifi^S.

(1) ^(C)

ttt. 0.10 i^.%&±t^LX\.'^hZbiAmvt>'0.-
0.10 •rt.%5fegrc*i. ««FS:?iK«ft:aaES«:^sfc«>

40 ±5j:l^affltt<0fiTSrS<. SS^^ft^. 0.

l(K0.35!%;o«fflrtlCli8S&t^^#T**

.

[0 02 51 i<05M8tC±JV^Ttt. ii*«l-44Jj:t^

9g«<0fKBt. ie*:«5-8tJj:l^l oa«<ol6BHk

-mxw&Lx\.^h i,<o(mmfiT¥i^'yiimm

50 m^b^x-ititiibxhi^.
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[00 2 61 (2) (Si)

(6) 1MBT9-1 11405
1 0

««l~4iJj:t/f9£a^)?|i!atcliV^Ttt, i^UnyJi 8O|?BB«0«^t:{i. 2. 5wt.Z"CfcO. -U.
msiitLxwm^mi'riits^ib'o. z<wiibtz 5-8tjj:t^i oeacoaaHusv^TJi. 2. oi»t.rr

{±. 0. 01irt.ZISU:<^**9!tU. Mtc. iSRSft i<^J:dt:. S*ii5~8tJj:tf 1 oaO<05ttB

+s i it^&) TO. 50Hi.mti!Simt^i ~4tjj:t^9E»^)»»^rt&^ ( o. o ii»t.jaaji) j:

iiM»^(CiS0»r>(it<(:^^Bn^ 10 «.eUi(cJ:0. §3^1-4i$J:tf9£S(0%!>acuB

te^SClfcfci-^T, ±MmSSS^ifim<r^tT ^^TtS. r/l'5-'>A-^^r«S:. O. 01~2. 5«t.X

!SK<offr^ffi<. cmtrwuT, m^5'S^xxf o. 005-2. oi»t.z<^>8iirtJciR^^#'Cfcs.

C11^-H)-T*S. fit. S i +A 1 *«OTl»&IS [ 0 0 2 8 ] (4) j^U ayiSD+TA'^-^J^m
MUx^-dSt^Vi>i>. i'ya>'l±, 7x7-f hm ii*«l~4*Jj:V9aa<056fiBK:tJV%-C<±. S i+A
gsBg-ca!)'), Ac3S3ajS[tsw>5<ofc:«»T*'). B. 20 i-t^*fi*<o. 5i»t.z5feircii. SKKss^caswr:^

x9-f h«*«IK*9J6rC» aaEtJit^WfeWKT-^- <. -:^r, S i +A 1 #»*6f52. 6irt.ZJrl@i.l.fc.

h(r)?>.tt:t,-f^ S i O: «<0^^^^lEft3&«Jifllrt-5*S «l!tt«Ojg^tJj:l^tt*£fiTLtttAS. ^oT. S

a£fc^e^lSEOfiT^iB<. «-?T. v-'Jny^^t i+Al-^iff*^. 0. 5-2. 6«t.5K«llP«it:l8^

fil4, 2. 5*rt.2errK:L«:»*ltf^'5rV^. ia±{=J: ^'^C^Tfc*. -:J!r. II*«5~86J:V1 DB»05fe

0. lf*«l~4fcJ:tX9IBa<0SMBfctJV^T«. i^y BBt*JV^TI±. S i*:ffS*»0. 5 Owt-JKLhTfeS**

.

3>'*:tfi^. 0. 01~2. 5wt.K?5KHf^t:R^ i^,. S I +A 1 t^*»<^TRlRffiJi:i^ft6. 4
^^TfeO, il:i5«5~8tsJ:t^lOEao|ffiB 30 /i. Si+Al*^rJfc&«2. 6i»t.ZiaT"C*SC:k*^

fctJVi-CH, i'yny****. 0. 5 0-2. 5«t.Z 4Uv6f, «»r<^>JB»tt*JJ:tfBtt<^«*3tS^fiBH

[ 0 0 2 7 J (3) r;l'S-'>A(Al) [ 0 0 2 9 1 (5) -7:^;{r:^(»h)

Ji. «ttteit^^lSSrl*l±$-frS<^CW3!F5:7^r -a:6:t«){c:t±. 0. 2 0wt.ZiaJi^«-$-fr6^i:*^

14. lt««l-4fcJ:l^9E«<0W!Bfc:feV^Ttt. 0. <flrFS«4<Pffl***4<^T. €-<0**Jb&J2. 5 0w

0 Iwt.ZfiLhTfcO. it*«5-8t5j:t^l OS t.Z$:fii.-C^»t=^i»k. v;l^>^>f htJil^^x

mmm^^'^XM. 0. 0 0 5wt.Zia±"Cife6. 40 '7^hnZWmimh1X^j:<tchiSfVKt:<.WStlfi

idtc, ir*3i5-8t}J:»f 1 0ffi»Ol6!»fc:*tt6* lif<'5rOJafr. aaMtt<^^^«<. ftoT, "7>';y>'

*SiJ*<OT;l'5-'>i'>^W*T'J:V\a}i{4. i^y3>'# -k^&k. O. 20-2. 50irt.Z<?>8BrtlCliRS&r-^

«<OTIiBS:0. SOid-ZCLht, iS^l-4tJ<J:t^

9aa<Ol6Wtf&^(0. Olnt-ZUUL) iOtl^Bt [003 01 (6) ^nA(Cr)

RSUTV^icoT, iOS/yny^JaSLfcfifllMI*: ^oAtt. •7yi3ytWm:iliMx^iH±.^i:h<n\iz

ai^^jaytmSttZ7x'^4 hmSjimxf)*). ejSW a. :?nAW4v:/;«r>'i:H«fcAc3SaSjfii*flfT"S-fr

tZAaSa&^iiz^K^tbtZtifiX^h. Li/^L^jifi i,mifii>i><^X. ^ff)1S;^Mif2.% *A..%i:mz.X^
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(7)) 1«B¥9-111405
12

wm<^itim<. e->T. ^oA^wfii:. 0.01-

[0031] (7) ^tUT'tXHd)

to 03 5] (iDf-^yffi)

f-^'yfc7x9-f h»JfiJc«T*9. AcsSarWSSJW)

hH^mifiiz^K. ttiyt-Xy^>( hmy&t:mM^

SHi-ifcJOfcaSO.Ol wt.mJ:*«rS^S;fc]WiMrr >'**ft6*1.0Kt.%^fi;tii:. -ti^^MfeO^fi^JU^

y^Wfts^. 0.01-0.70 «t.%«S!Hrt«i8^'<.»T [0036] m-:i^-rm

1 0 0 3 2 ] (8) -^irMHi) 7iStct>*). ^^m^m^-tht:tfmm.om..%

«WtttfeJ:iqBtti&S«>4«{=^r»=5r7cS^ O.SOirt. %*fix«i:. -?-<0««*«eiilL

•3. -f<Df^ffl«-5H»$-e:&fetf>fcli. 0.01 i*t.%jaji^ ®»<FS:^5:S<K*»i)i»». ^fl:«»<^*»#^<=Sro

-^^)\^ T»ttOfiT^S<. «-5-C. -3j-7#*ftS-. 0.005

^rftii^2.0 wt.%S:iei-CI^»fc:^rSi:«g&6Sg<^r'5 20 -O.SOwt. %<0iSlrtt:R^-^ST*5.
SIS', aflWbW^-IWti. -•y^rA^ijMKrjaR'cai [00371 (B)5^/k3-'7A(Zr)

0.01-2.0 ^.%<rmmi:SS^^%xhh. 1f^m.^Wm:th(n\i:msf-jni3^h'0. ^mm
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* NOTICES *

JFO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]

C :0.10-0.35wt.%, Si:0.01 - 2.5 wt.%, Mn: 0.20-2.50wt.%, aluminum:0.01 - 2.5 wt.%. And contain

CrrO.Ol - 2.50wt.% and the relation of Si+aluminum:0.5 - 2.6 wt.% is filled. Remainder: It has the

chemical entity presentation which consists of iron and an unescapable impurity, and, moreover, is

foUowmg (1). Formula: Ac3 =920-203 rootC+44.7Si+31.5Mo-30Mn-llCr+40aluminum-

15.2nickel+13.1W+104V+40Ti (1) Ac3 computed A point parameter is within the limits of

850 - 960 **, and it is following (2). Formula: DI=7.95 rootC (l+2.16Cr) (l+3.0Mo) (l+0.36mckel)

(1+5.0V) (l+0.70Si) (l+3.3Mn) (2) Ideal critical diameter computed (DI) 30-250nun It is the

steel materials which have the chemical entity presentation in within the limits, and carburization

processing is performed by within the limits with a temperature of 850-1000 degrees C to said steel

materials. Subsequently Hardening processing is performed by within the limits with a temperature of

800-950 degrees C. Subsequently The steel materials for low distortion mold carburization hardening

gearings with which tempering processing is performed and the organization of the non-carburizing

section of said steel materials obtained by doing in this way is characterized by 10-70 area% Being the

two phase organization which consists of included martensite about a ferrite.

[Claim 2] Group:Mo:0.01-0.70wt.% which consists of a following chemical entity presentation,

nickehO.Ol - 2.0 vrt.%, W : 0.01-0.70wt.% and V : Steel materials for low distortion mold carburization

hardening gearings according to claim 1 which add further at least one element chosen fi:om 0.01-1 .0

wt.%, and contain it.

[Claim 3] The steel materials for low distortion mold carburization hardening gearings according to

claim 1 which add further at least one element chosen from group:Ti:0.005 which consists of a

following chemical entity presentation - 1.0 wt.%, NbrO.OOS - 0.50wt.%, and Zr:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, and

contain it

[Claim 4] Group:Mo:0.01-0.70wt.% which consists of a following chemical entity presentation, nickel:

0.01 - 2.0 wt.%, W : 0.01-0.70vrt.%, And V : At least one element chosen fi-om 0.01 - 1.0 wt.%,

Group:Ti:0.005 - 1.0 wt.% which becomes a list from the following chemical entity presentation, Nb:

The steel materials for low distortion mold carburization hardening gearings according to claim 1 which

add further at least one element chosen fi-om 0.005 - 0.50wt.% and Zr:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, and contain it.

[Claim 5] C :0.10-0.35wt.%, Si:0.50 - 2.5 wt.%, Mn:0.20-2.50wt.% and CnO.Ol - 2.50wt.% are

contained. Remainder: It has the chemical entity presentation which consists of iron and an unescapable

hnpurity, and, moreover, is following (1). Formula: Ac3 =920-203 rootC+44.7Si+31.5Mo-30Mn-

1 lCr+40aluminum-15.2nickeH-13.1W+104V+40Ti (1) Ac3 computed A point parameter is

within the limits of 850 - 960 **. Following (2) Formula: DI =7.95 rootC (H-2.16Cr) (l+3.0Mo)

(l+0.36nickel) (1+5.0V) (l-f0.70Si) (l+3.3Mn) Ideal critical diameter computed by (2) (DI)

30-250mm It is the steel materials which have the chemical entity presentation in within the limits, and

carburization processing is performed by within the limits with a temperature of 850-1000 degrees C to

said steel materials. Subsequently Hardening processing is performed by within the limits with a
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temperature of 800-950 degrees C. Subsequently The steel materials for low distortion mold

carburization hardening gearings with which tempering processing is performed and the organization of

the non-carburizing section of said steel materials obtained by doing in this way is characterized by 10-

70 area % Being the two phase organization which consists of included martensite about a ferrite.

[Claim 6] Group:W which consists of a following chemical entity presentation : 0.01-0.70wt.% and V :

Steel materials for low distortion mold carburization hardening gearings according to claim 5 which add

further at least one element chosen from 0.01-1 .0 wt.%, and contain it.

[Claim 7] The steel materials for low distortion mold carburization hardening gearings according to

claim 5 which add further at least one element chosen from group:alumimmi:0.005 which consists of a

following chemical entity presentation - 2.0 wt.%, Ti:0.005 - 1.0 wt.%, Nb:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, and

Zr:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, and contain it.

[Claim 8] Group:W which consists of a following chemical entity presentation : 0.01-0.70wt.%, And V :

At least one element chosen from 0.01 - 1 .0 wt.%, GTOup:aluminum:0.005 - 2.0 wt.% which becomes a

list from the following chemical entity presentation, Ti: The steel materials for low distortion mold

carburization hardening gearings according to claim 5 which add further at least one element chosen

from 0.005 - 1.0 wt.%, Nb:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, and Zr:0.605 - 0.50wt.%, and contain it

[Claim 9] Said ideal critical diameter (DI) Steel materials for low distortion mold carburization

hardening gearings of any one publication in claim 1 - claim 4 which are within the limits of 30 - 1 50

mm.
[Claim 10] Said ideal critical diameter (DI) Steel materials for low distortion mold carburization

hardening gearings of any one publication in claim 5 - claim 8 which are within the lunits of 30 - 150

mm.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field ofthe Invention] This invention relates to the steel materials for low distortion mold carburization

hardening gearings with the very small amount of distortion suitable as steel materials for gearings, such

as an automobile, a construction equipment, and an industrial machine, at the time of carburization

hardening.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] For example, although it sets in the latest automobile and the silence at the

time of operation is improving remarkably, the noise arises at the time of operation. This is based on the

gear noise generated mainly from a gearing. A gear noise is generated according to the fault of

engagement of a gearing, and such fault of engagement of a gearing is generated as a result of distortion

produced when carburization hardening or carbonitriding hardening (it is hereafter named carburization

hardening generically) processing is performed to the gearing half-finished products fabricated by the

predetermined configuration, in order to harden the front face.

[0003] That is, since it cannot avoid that distortion arises in steel materials since the stress resulting

from tiie cubical expansion produced when metamorphosing into martensitic structure from the

transformation stress by generation of martensite, i.e., an austenite texture, occurs, consequently a

gearing's dimensional accuracy caimot be highly maintained at the time of carburization hardening to the

steel materials for gearings, a gear noise occurs. Especially, although there is a very severe limit to the

noise in the gear for transmission of an automobile, since it is a martensite subject's organization in

which the organization inside a gear contains a part of bainite since [ that the configuration is small and ]

thickness is thin, it is easy to produce distortion at the time of carburization hardening, and this causes

[ ofthe gearing noise / greatest ] generating.

[0004] Then, in order to aim at improvement in a gearing's dimensional accuracy, machine cutting of the

gearing halfproduct by which carburization hardening was carried out is carried out, a carburization

layer is removed partially, and there is a method ofperforming profile modification processing which

reduces the amount of hardening distortion. However, not only productivity falls sharply, but [ when a

production process increases, ] in the profile modification by such machine grinding, in a manufacturing

cost's soaring sharply by the machine grinding process, since unevenness arises in surface hardness or

residual stress, there is a problem from on quality.

[0005] From the point mentioned above, to reduce hardening distortion for the improvement in

dimensional accuracy of a gearing halfproduct by which the steel materials for gearings are used after

carburization hardening in many ciases, without performing profile modification processing, therefore

carburization hardening was carried out is needed. Such an amount of carburization hardening distortion

is greatly influenced by the hardenability of steel materials. Furthermore, since carburization hardening

is usually performed at the elevated temperature of about 920 **, it is also set to one of the distortion

generating causes for austenite crystal grain to make it big and rough during carburization. Furthermore,

recently, in order to shorten carburization time amount and to raise productivity, carburization
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temperature is raised and the approach of also raising hardening temperature in connection with this is

tried.

[0006] About the approach of reducing the amount of hardening distortion of the steel materials for

gearings The method of controlling within the limits of [ narrow ]
specification [ the chemical entity

presentation of steel materials ], and suppressing hardenability low so that various researches may be

made from the former, for example, hardenability may become the minimum of a JOMI knee band is

learned. Moreover, JP,4-247848,A, JP,59-123743,A, etc. In order to control coarsening under

carburization and incubation, the approach (henceforth the advanced technology 1) of adjusting crystal

grain minutely into steel by carrying out proper amount addition ofthe grain-refining elements, such as

aluminum, Ti, and Nb, is indicated.

[0007] moreover, JP,5-70925,A - Si, Mn, Cr, Mo, and V etc. - after performmg carbonitriding

processing to the gearing halfproduct which consists of steel which limited the chemical entity

presentation to the specific range, this is cooled to the temperature region of the 1 or less transformation

point of Ar(s) of the gear-tooth surface section (hereafter the same), i.e., the carbonitriding section. In

the 3 or more transformation point of Ar(s) of the gear-tooth surface section, subsequently, and by

holding in the temperature region which is the 1 or less transformation point of Ar(s) inside a gear tooth

(i.e., the non-carburizing section) (it is the same hereafter) The interior of a gear tooth is made into a

detailed ferrite pearlite, maintaining the gear-tooth surface section at an austenite condition.

Subsequently How to maintain close [ of baking of the interior of a gear tooth which used the

carbonitriding section of the gear-tooth surface section as martensite, and has already ended the

transformation by hardening and annealing ] to the ferrite and fine pearlite which are not (henceforth the

advanced technology 2) It is indicated. The outline perspective view which explains a gearing's interior

of a gear tooth, the gear-tooth surface section, and gearing core part to drawing 5 is shown.

[0008] moreover - for example, JP,3-260048,A is tough - a truck - the approach (henceforth the

advanced technology 3) ofaiming at reduction of heat treatment distortion by the nitriding treatment

performed at low temperature, such as id, and gas nitriding, gas soft nitriding, is indicated.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, there is the following problem m each advanced

technology mentioned above. Since the advanced technology 1 can control coarsening under

carburization and incubation by adjusting crystal grain minutely, it can make small variation in the

hardening distortion in the interior of a gear tooth, and has the advantage that hardemng distortion can

be equalized. However, the advanced technology 1 has a limitation in controlling generating of the

distortion accompanying a martensitic transformation, and it has the problem that distortion cannot be

made small enough.

[0010] The advanced technology 2 has the advantage that the hardening distortion by the cubical

expansion accompanying martensite generating is mitigable, by making the interior of a gear tooth a

ferrite pearlite organization. However, since the interior of a gear tooth, i.e., the non-carburizing section,

is a ferrite pearlite organization, the advanced technology 2 is difficult to secure sufficient toughness,

and has the problem of it not only checking productivity, but it becoming complicated heat treatment

operating it and becoming cost quantity since heat treatment temperature must be managed strictly.

[001 1] Since the advanced technology 3 can obtain the hard facing layer which has good abrasion

resistance since a hard nitride layer can be made to form in a front face and processes it in the low-

temperature region which is 500-700 degrees C, it has the advantage that deformation ofprocessing

components is small. However, since the advanced technology 3 has the shallow hardening layer depth

and the nitriding treatment of the long duration which reaches for obtaining sufficient hardening layer

also in 50- 100 hours is required, it not only checks productivity, but it has the fault ofbecoming cost

quantity.

[0012] Therefore, the purpose of this invention solves the problem mentioned above, and carries out the

usual efficient carburization processing. The yield of the distortion after carrying out hardening and

tempering processing is very small, and it follows. It is in offering the steel for low distortion mold

carburization hardening gearings which a gearing with high dimensional accuracy is obtained,
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consequently a gear noise does not generate at the time of use and which can heat-treat easily and

efficiently and can manufacture gearings, such as an automobile, a construction equipment, and an

industrial machine, economically.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problem] this invention person etc. acquired the following knowledge, as a resuh

ofrepeating research wholeheartedly that the problem mentioned above should be solved.

[0014] Since the key factor child who affects the amount of carburization hardening distortion of the

steel materials for gearings was in distortion resulting from the cubical expansion produced when an

austenite texture metamorphoses into martensitic structure, the amount ofhardening distortion found out

decreasing dramatically by this invention person's etc. making a ferrite intermingled 10 to 70% in an

austenite texture at the time ofheating before hardening, and considering the organization after

carburization hardening as a ferrite martensite two phase organization.

[0015] In this invention, it is also one of the important targets to offer the steel materials which can

manufacture a gearing on the heat treatment conditions of easy and economical carburization hardening.

And it is indispensable requirements that the steel materials of this invention become the organization in

which a ferrite is intermingled in martensitic structure with carburization hardening. Therefore, Ac3 of

the steel materials of this invention The temperature oftransformation needs to be higher than the usual

carburization hardening temperature field.

[0016] then, inside Si, Mn, Cr, Mo, aluminum, and V of steel etc. - by limiting the content of these

elements proper, as a resuh of considering in a detail the effect affect the Ac3 transformation

temperature ofan element Since the interior of a gear tooth, i.e., the non-carburizing section, is

strengthened and the fatigue strength of the gear-tooth surface section improves by obtaining a ferrite

martensite two phase organization easily also on the usual carburization conditions, and carrying out

proper amount addition of the ferrite strengthening element The knowledge of the ability to reduce the

amount ofhardening distortion dramatically was carried out without reducing the fatigue strength of a

deddendum.

[0017] The steel materials for low distortion mold carburization hardening gearings according to claim 1

among this inventions It is made based on the above-mentioned knowledge. C:0.10-O.35wt.%, Si: 0.01 -

2.5 wt.%, Mn:0.20-2.50wt.%, aluminumrO.Ol - 2.5 wt.% and CnO.Ol - 2.50wt.% are contained. And fill

the relation of Si+aluminum:0.5 - 2.6 wt.% and it has the chemical entity presentation which consists of

remainder:iron and an unescapable impurity. And following (1) Ac3 computed by the formula A point

parameter It is within the limits of 850 - 960 **, and is following (2). Ideal critical diameter computed

by the formula (DI) 30-250mm Are the steel materials which have the chemical entity presentation in

within the limits, and the above-mentioned steel materials are received. Carburization processing is

performed by within the limits with a temperature of 850-1 0_QQ_degrees C, and, subsequently hardening

processing is perfonned by^ydthin the limits with a temperature of 800-950 degrees C. Subsequently 10-

70 area% Tempering processing is performed and the orgaiiization of the non-carburizing section of the

abbve-rnentionedlteermatS^ by doing in this way has the description for a ferrite for him to

be the two phase organization which consists of included martensite. In addition, it sets to this invention

and is Ac3 by following the (1) type and (2) types. A point parameter and ideal critical diameter (DI)

Although there is a term concerning a predetermined component element in the right-hand side of (1)

type and (2) types when computing The content of nickel, Mo, W, V, and Ti which are the component

element which does not have limitation about a chemical entity presentation shall be calculated noting

that it is 0 (zero). Hereafter, suppose that it is the same as that of this also about invention according to

claim 2 to 10. Moreover, suppose that it is the same as that of this also about the comparison steel in the

example mentioned later, and the conventional steel.

Ac3 =920-203 rootC+44.7Si4-3L5Mo-30Mn-llCr+40aluminum-15.2nickel+13.1W+104V+40Ti— (1) DI =7.95 rootC (l+2.16Cr) (l+3.0Mo) (l+0.36nickel) (1+5.0V) (l+0.70Si) (l+3.3Mn)

- (2) [001 8] To the chemical entity presentation of the steel materials for gearings of invention indicated

by claim 1, moreover, further Mo: 0.01-0.70wt.%, nickeliO.Ol - 2.0 wt.%, W: What has the description

to add and contain at least one element chosen from the group which consists of 0.01-0.70wt.%, and
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V:0.01 - 1.0 wt.%, To invention indicated by claim 1, further Ti:0.005 - 1.0 wt.%, Nb: What has the

description to add and contain at least one element chosen from the group which consists of 0.005 -

0.50wt.% and Zr:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, To invention indicated by claun 1, further Or Mo:0.01-0.70wt.%,

nickel: 0.01 - 2.0 wt.%, W:0.01-0.70wt.%, And at least one element chosen from the group which

consists of VrO.Ol - 1.0 wt.%, In a Ust, Ti:0.005 - 1.0 wt.%, Nb:0.005 - 0.50v^.%, And if it is in the

thing and ***** which have the description to add and contain at least one element chosen from the

group which consists of Zr:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, it is much more desirable.

[0019] The steel materials for low distortion mold carburization hardening gearings according to claim 5

are also made among this inventions based on the above-mentioned knowledge. C: 0.1 0-0.35wt.%,

Si:0.50 - 2.5 wt.%, Mn:0.20-2.50wt.% and CnO.Ol - 2.50v^.% are contained. It has the chemical entity

presentation which consists of iron and an unescapable impurity. Remainder : moreover Above (1) Ac3

computed by the fomiula A point parameter is within the Umits of 850 - 960 **. Above (2) Ideal critical

diameter computed by the formula (DI) 30-250mm It is the steel materials which have the chemical

entity presentation in within the limits, and carburization processing is performed by within the limits

with a temperature of 850-1000 degrees C to the above-mentioned steel materials. Subsequently 10-70

area% Hardening processing is perfomied by within the limits with a temperature of 800-950 degrees

C, and subsequently tempering processing is performed, and the organization of the non-carburizing

section of the above-mentioned steel materials obtained by doing in this way has the description for a

ferrite for him to be the two phase organization which consists of included martensitei

[0020] To the chemical entity presentation of the steel materials for gearings of invention mdicated by

claim 5, moreover, further ** What has the description to add and contain at least one element chosen

from the group which consists of W:0.01-0.70wt.%, and V:0.01 - 1.0 wt.%, To invention indicated by

claim 5, further ** aluminum:0.005 - 2.0 wt.%, Ti: 0.005 - 1.0 wt.%, Nb:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, And the

thing which has the description to add and contain at least one element chosen from the group which

consists of Zr:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, To invention indicated by ** claim 5, further Or W:0.01-0.70wt.%,

And at least one element chosen from the group which consists of V:0.01 - 1 .0 wt.%. In a list,

aluminum:0.005 - 2.0 wt.%, Ti:0.005 - 1.0 wt.%, Nb: If it is in the thing and ******** which have the

description to add and contain at least one element chosen from the group which consists of 0.005 -

0.50wrt.% and Zr:0.005 - 0.50wt.%, it is much more desirable.

[0021]

[Embodiment of the Invention] aluminum, Ti, and W which raise Ac3 transformation temperature to Si,

Mo and V which are the element which according to this invention raises Ac3 transforaiation

temperature and raises hardenability, and a list By making a content increase When it can consider as a

ferrite martensite two phase organization easily by carburization hardening processing and a ferrite

absorbs the expansion distortion of martensite, the amount of hardening distortion decreases sharply and

it is the core part (henceforth a "gearing core part") of the gearing at the time ofhardening further. Since

the hardness of referring to drawing 5 is also fully securable, the fatigue strength which does not have

steel and inferiority conventionally is obtained.

[0022] Moreover, in the gearing of an automobile, although shot-peening processing is performed for

the purpose ofimprovement in deddendum fatigue strength in many cases, since according to this

invention steel materials formation of a surface grain boundary oxidizing zone is controlled and a poor

hardening organization does not occur, when shot-peening processing is performed, deddendum fatigue

strength increases, without surface roughness deteriorating. Furthermore, Si, Mo, W, and V Resistance

to temper softening increases and freld fatigue strength improves.

[0023] Thus, in this invention, the chemical entity element with which each element in steel materials

should contain the various operation effectiveness in exertion sushi and steel materials consists of an

indispensable component and a selection component. And the selection component was divided into two

groups. Since it was made the 1 st group since it was common on the hardening disposition among the

operation effectiveness ofW and V as a selection component, and it was common in hardening

distortion control according alxmiinum, Ti, Nb, and Zr to grain refining, it was made the 2nd group.

[0024] Next, the reason which limited the chemical entity presentation ofthe steel materials for
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carburization hardening gearings of this invention within limits mentioned above is explained below.

(1) It is a ftindamental element required when guaranteeing the reinforcement of the gearing core part by

carburization hardening, carbon (C) carbon needs to contain more than 0.10 wt.%, in order to

demonstrate the operation, and since under 0. 10 wt.% takes long duration to it in order to obtain

effective carburized case depth, it is industrially improper. However, ifa carbon content exceeds 0.35

wt.%, degradation of toughness and the fall of machinability will be caused. Therefore, the carbon

content should be limited to 0. 1 0 - 0.35% of witiiin the limits. .

[0025] In this invention, by invention claims 1-4 and given in nine, and invention claims 5-8 an4 given

in ten, although the chemical entity presentation of silicon and aluminum was overlapped partly,

presentation range which is different in other parts was limited. In each operation effectiveness of the

silicon in tiiis invention, and aluminum, since this applied a different description part, although partly

overlapped based on this, it is because it is necessary to limit presentation range which is different in

other parts.

[0026] (2) Describe the lower limit of a silicone content at the beginning of silicon (Si). In invention

claims 1-4 and given in nine, silicon is an element which carries out an operation important as a

deoxidizer, for that, the addition more than O.Olvd.% is needed, and further, in order to control advance

ofthe grain boundary oxidation on the front face of a gearing in carburization processing, it needs more

than 0.50wt(s).% by the sum (aluminxim+Si content) of an aluminum content and a silicone content (it

mentions later). The cause of advance of grain boimdary oxidation of carburization processing here is

because it cannot prevent that the above-mentioned minute amoimt oxygen invades to the deep part of

steel materials by combining with the minute amount oxygen which exists unescapable in carburization

gas at the time of carburization processing. In this case, grain boundary oxidation becomes remarkably

deep and causes the fall of a gearing's deddendum fatigue strength. On the other hand, invention claims

5-8 and given in ten is the case where control the fall of tiie deddendum fatigue strength by advance of

the above-mentioned grain boundary oxidation by the silicon independent, and it is made into **, and,

for that, under 0.50wt(s).% of a silicone content is inadequate [ invention ]. However, it is the case

where the minimum of a Si+aluminum content is not limited. On the other hand, silicon is a ferrite

formation element and is a comparatively cheap element effective in raising an Ac3 transformation point

and. Furthermore, resistance to temper softening is increased and field fatigue strength is raised.

However, when a silicone content becomes superfluous exceeding 2.5wt(s).%, a ferrite content increases

too much and it is reinforcement and toughness not only falling but Si02. The fall of fatigue strength is

conversely caused as a result ofthe increment of nonmetallic inclusion of a system, therefore - if a

silicone content is not made below into 2.5wt.% - 7 ~ it is - ** By the above, in invention claims 1-4

and given in nine, the silicone content should be limited within the limits of 0.01 - 2.5wt.%, and, on the

other hand, the silicone content should be limited within the limits of 0.50 - 2.5wt.% in invention claims

5-8 and given in ten.

[0027] (3) Combine with nitrogen and aluminum (alummum) aluminum is AIN. When making

distortion at the time of hardening small by generating and making crystal grain make it detailed, it is an

element effective in raising toughness and fatigue strength. For this reason, in invention claims 1-4 and

given in nine, the lower limit of a required aluminum content is more than 0.01 wt.%j and, on the other

hand, is more than 0.005wt.% in invention claims 5-8 and given in ten. Thus, since the reason as which

a more nearly littie [ aluminum / set / it / to invention claims 5-8 and given in ten ] content is sufficient

limits the minimum of a silicone content to many eyes rather than more than 0.50wt(s).% and the case

(more than 0.01wt.%) of invention claims 1-4 and given in nine, and aluminum is consumed by grain

boundary oxidation which this silicon mentioned above and it protects **, it is because there may be

only few those parts. Moreover, aluminum is a ferrite formation element as well as silicon, and can raise

an Ac3 transformation point greatiy economically. However, if an aluminum content becomes abundant

exceeding the specified quantity, alumina system inclusion will increase and the fall oftoughness and

fatigue strength will be caused. In invention claims 1-4 and given in nine, the value of this specified

quantity is 2.5wt.%, and, on the other hand, is 2.0wt.% in invention claims 5-8 and given in ten. thus -

since the reason as which a more nearly little [ alumimmi / set / it / to invention claims 5-8 and given in
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ten ] content is sufficient limits the minimum of a silicone content to many eyes rather than more than

0.50wt(s).% and the case (more than 0.01wt%) of invention claims 1-4 and given in nine - ** - it is

because it may be few. By the above, in invention claims 1-4 and given in nine, the aluminum content

should be limited within the limits of 0.01 - 2.5wt.%, and, on the other hand, the aluminum content

should be limited within the limits of 0.005 - 2.0wt.% in invention claims 5-8 and given in ten.

Moreover, in using silicon and aluminum together, in order to secure the detergency of steel, and

toughness, as for the total amount, regulating below to 2.6wt(s).% is desirable.

[0028] (4) In invention of (Silicon Si) + aluminum (aluminum) claims 1-4 and nine publications, since

Si concentration ofthe surface vAdch a Si+aliiminum content combines with the minute amount oxygen

in carburization gas under by 0.5wt(s).% at the time of carburization processing is low, as a result of the

above-mentioned minute amount oxygen's invading to the deep part of gearing half-finished products

and a grain boundary oxidizing zone's becoming remarkably deep, cause the fall ofdeddendum fatigue

strength. On the other hand, if a Si+aluminum content exceeds 2.6wt(s).%, the detergency and toughness

of steel materials will begin to fall. Therefore, the Si+aluminum content should be limited within the

limits of 0.5 - 2.6wt.%. On the other hand, since Si content is more than 0.50wt(s).% in invention claims

5-8 and given in ten, lower limit limitation of a Si+aluminum content is imnecessary. Moreover,

although it is desirable for a Si+aluminum content to be below 2.6wt(s).%, in order to plan, it does not

make to take the large permissible level ofthe detergency of steel materials, and toughness to a low eye

side into an indispensable condition.

[0029] (5) Manganese (Mn) manganese raises hardenability and needs making it contain more than

0.20wt.%, in order to be an element effective m securing the reinforcement of a gearing core part and to

demonstrate the operation. However, since manganese has the operation which reduces an Ac3

transformation point greatly, if the content becomes abundant exceeding 2.50wt(s).%, the two phase

organization of martensiite and a ferrite is not only no longer obtained, but a degree ofhardness will

become high too much, and it will cause degradation of machinability. Therefore, the manganese

content should be limited within the limits of 0.20 - 2.50wt.%.

[0030] (6) Chromium (Cr) chromium is an element effective in raising hardenability like manganese,

and in order it to demonstrate the operation, it needs making it contain more than 0,01 wt.%. However,

since chromium has the operation which reduces an Ac3 transformation point like manganese, if the

content becomes abundant exceeding 2.50 wt.%, the two phase organization of martensite and a ferrite is

not only no longer obtained, but a degree of hardness will become high too much, and it will cause

degradation of machinability. Therefore, the chromium content should be limited within the limits of

0.01 -2.50 wt.%.

[0031] (7) In invention of molybdenum (Mo) claims 1-4 and nine publications, it is an element

molybdenum raises an Ac3 transformation point, it is [ molybdenum ] effective in ferrite generation it,

and still more effective in raising hardenability, resistance-to-temper-softening nature, toughness, and

fatigue strength, and in order to demonstrate tiie operation, it is required to make it contain more than

0.01 wt.%. However, molybdenum is a very expensive element, and even if the content adds exceeding

0.70 wt.%, the above-mentioned effectiveness is saturated and causes economical disadvantage.

Therefore, the molybdenum content should be limited within the lunits of 0.01 - 0.70 wt.%.

[0032] (8) In invention of nickel (nickel) claims 1-4 and nine publications, nickel is an element effective

in raising hardenability and toughness, and in order it to demonstrate the operation, it needs making it

contain more than 0.01 wt.%. However, a nickel content is 2.0. If it becomes abundant exceeding wt.%,

when a degree of hardness will become high too much and machinability will deteriorate, since nickel is

an expensive element, it causes economical disadvantage. Therefore, it is a nickel content 0.01-2.0 It

should limit within the limits of wt.%.

[0033] (9) It raises an Ac3 transformation point like molybdenum, and is effective in ferrite generation,

and is an element effective in increasing resistance to temper softening, raising field fatigue strength,

and raising toughness and deddendum fatigue strength further, and in order for a tungsten (W) tungsten

to demonstrate the operation, it needs making it contain more than 0.01 wt.%. However, a tungsten is

also an expensive element, and even ifthe content adds exceeding 0.70 wt.%, economical disadvantage
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is invited considering effectiveness. Therefore, the tungsten content should be limited within the limits

of 0.01 - 0.70 wt.%. In addition, when using a tungsten and molybdenum together and adding, as for the

total amount, carrying out to below 0.70 wt.% is desirable. 0.70 When exceeding wt.%, carburization

hardening distortion becomes large and is not desirable.

[0034] (10) Its operation which raises an Ac3 transformation point is large, and in order vanadium (V)

vanadium raises hardenability, raises deddendum fatigue strength, increases resistance to temper

softening, is an element effective in raising field fatigue strength, and generates carbon nitride, makes

crystal grain make it detailed, has the operation which suppresses hardening distortion small and to

demonstrate the operation, it needs making it contain more than 0.01 wt.%. However, a vanadium

content is 1,0. IfwL% is exceeded, the effectiveness will be saturated, the amount of about [ causing

economical disadvantage ] and carbon nitride will increase, and the fall of toughness will be caused.

Therefore, it is a vanadium content 0.0 1 - 1 .0 It should limit within the limits of wt.%.

[0035] (11) Titanium (Ti) titaniimi is also a ferrite formation element, the operation which raises an Ac3

transformation pomt is large, and in order to be an element effective in make austenite crystal grain

detailed, and to raise the yield strength inside the carburization section and a gear tooth, to have the

operation which contributes to improvement in fatigue strength and to demonstrate the effectiveness, it

is required to make it contain more than 0.005wt.%. However, if a titanium content exceeds 1 .0wt(s).%,

the effectiveness will be saturated, the amount of about [ causing economical disadvantage ] and carbon

nitride will increase too much, and the fall of toughness will be caused. Therefore, the titanium content

should be limited within the limits of 0.005 - l.Owt.%.

[0036] (12) It is an element effective in niobium (Nb) niobium making austenite crystal grain detailed,

and in order to demonstrate the operation, it is required to make it contain more than 0.005wt(s).%.

. However, a niobium content If 0.50wt. % is exceeded, the effectiveness will be saturated, the amount of

about [
causing economical disadvantage ] and carbon nitride will increase, and the fall oftoughness

will be caused. Therefore, the niobium content should be limited within the limits of 0.005 - 0.50wt. %.

[0037] (13) It is an element effective in making austenite crystal grain detailed like [ a zirconium (Zr)

zirconium ] titanium and niobium, and in order to demonstrate the operation, it is required to make it

contain more than 0.005wt(s).%. However, if a zu-conium content exceeds 0.50wt(s). %, the

effectiveness will be saturated, the amount of about [ causing economical disadvantage ] and carbon

nitride will increase, and the fall of toughness will be caused. Therefore, the zirconium content should

be limited within the limits of 0.005 - 0.50 wt.%.

[0038] In addition, in this invention steel, the lower possible one of P, Cu, and O content as an

unescapable impurity is desirable. Moreover, N is the purpose which makes crystal grain make it

detailed, and addition is allowed to 0.20wt. % if needed. Moreover, in order to raise machinability, free-

cutting elements, such as S, Pb, calcium, and Se, may be made to contain if needed.

[0039] (14) Three Ac(s) parameter: The example of a heat treatment pattem in the carburization

processing by the conventional conventional method is shown in drawing 6 . After carburizing the steel

materials for gearings at 920 degrees C and making the interior of steel diffuse carbon, in order to

reduce distortion, from carburization temperature, it holds at 850 degrees C of low temperature, and,

subsequently hardens by quenching in oil etc. Therefore, following (1) of the steel materials for gearings

Under by 850 **, even if three Ac(s) parameter computed by the formula holds at 850 degrees C after

carburization, it caimot secure a ferrite into an austenite. On the other hand, if the three above-mentioned

Ac parameter exceeds 960 **, the ferrite content in an austenite becomes superfluous and the

reinforcement of a gearing core part runs short. Therefore, following (1) of this invention steel Formula:

Ac3 =920-203 rootC+44.7Si+31.5Mo-30Mn-l lCr+40aluminum-15.2mckeR13.1 W-f104V+40Ti— (1) Three Ac(s) parameter computed shoxild be limited within the limits of 850 - 960 **.

[0040] (15) Ideal critical diameter ^I) : ideal critical diameter (DI) It is a value showing the

hardenability of steel. There are eight austenite grain-size numbers ofthe steel-materials product

generally demanded when steel materials are used as a steel-materials product, and they are the same

also in a carburization hardening gearing. In order to secure desired fatigue strength Ideal critical

diameter of steel materials m case there are eight austenite grain-size numbers (DI) Following (2) which
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is a formula Formula: DI =7.95 rootC (l+2.16Cr) (l+3.0Mo) (l+0.36nickel) (1+5.0V) (l+0.70Si)

(H-3.3Mn) (2) Ideal critical diameter computed (DI) A value needs that it is 30mm or more.

On the other hand, it is the above-mentioned ideal critical diameter. (DI) A value is 250mm. If it

exceeds, the absorption effect [ martensite / by the ferrite intermingled in an austenite texture ] of

transformation distortion will be lost, and hardening distortion will become large. Therefore, it is the

above (2), using an austenite grain-size number as No. 8. Ideal critical diameter computed by the

formula (DI) The value should limit a gearing's chemical entity presentation so that it may become

within the limits of 30 - 250 mm. And in order to make hardening distortion still smaller, it is 30-150mm
about the value. Limiting to within the limits is desirable. In addition, since the multiplier ofthe right-

hand side of the above-mentioned (2) formula becomes settled according to the grain-size number when

an austenite grain-size number is except No. 8, a gearing's chemical entity presentation should be limited

so that the calculation value using the formula of DI according to an austenite grain-size number may

become within limits mentioned above.

[0041] Carburization temperature over steel materials should be made the teniperature which can

perform carburization processing easily and efBciently about carburization hardening temperature next.

At less than 850 degrees C, carburization temperature has the slow diffusion rate of C, and takes long

duration to obtain the desired carburization depth. If carburization temperature exceeds 1000 degrees C,

as a result ofbeing easy to make crystal grain big and rough and oxidation on the front face of steel

materials becoming remarkable on the other hand, a field fatigue property falls. Therefore, carburization

temperature should be limited vsdthin the limits of 850-1000 degrees C.

[0042] The hardening temperature performed after carburization processing takes long duration to

reduce the coke oven temperature of the above-mentioned carburization furnace to the temperature at

less than 800 degrees C. On the other hand, if hardening temperature exceeds 950 degrees C, it will

become difficult to secure ferrite area % in the martensitic structure obtained after hardening to a desired

value, and the amount ofhardening distortion will also become large. Therefore, hardening temperature

should be limited within the limits o£.8Q0-950 degrees C.

[0043] Organization inside a gear tooth (organization of the non-carburizing section) The ferrite content

of the organization inside the gear tooth which is the non-carburizing section after carburization

hardening / annealing caimot fully absorb the transformation distortion of martensite at less than 10%
about a ferrite content, and the amount of hardening distortion caimot be controlled small. On the other

hand, if the above-mentioned ferrite content exceeds 70%, it will become difficult to secure desired

reinforcement and desired toughness in the interior of a gear tooth. Therefore, the ferrite content of the

organization inside a gear tooth should be limited to 10 - 70% of within the limits. In addition,

martensite may contain a part of retained austenite and/or bainite at this time.

[0044]

[Exaihple] Next, this invention is explained while an example contrasts with the example ofa

comparison.

It reaches [example 1] claim 1-4, and the example of this invention corresponding to 9 is explained, the

conditions (a chemical entity presentation and three Ac(s) parameter -) of this invention shov^^ in

Tables 1 and 2 In this invention steel No. 1-15 and the list which are vsdthin the limits of ferrite area % of

an ideal critical diameter (DI), carburization temperature, hardening temperature, and the non-

carburizing section after carburization hardening / armealing The ingot for sample offering steel of

No. 16-23 ofcomparison steel and conventional steel No.24-27 which are the conditions of this

invention shown in Table 3 and 4 out ofrange was prepared.

[0045]

[Table 1]
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7

Ha

{b BE » (wt90

CO

D. ffi

(VQ> CO CO
<9<0

C Si Al Cr Mo Ni W V Ti Nb Zr

%

M

(

1 5.25 1.48 ao3 a86 a68 8SZ 77 860 810 12

{i a 14 a43 1.45 925 30 920 850 5

asz 0.11 1.S0 a34 8G0ow 146 900 850 18

4 L« LOl 243 915 66 900 850 44

5 yd 19 Z4B (106
n noULUo 871 SI 920 850 2D

8 )ai3 Z46 ao6 894 246 Q2D 850 31

r^11 2.49 ao2 0.4S 949 31 980 940 er

a 19 ^24 a2D a46 a75 a65 998 173 910 84D 57

0046]

Table 2]

ft JS ^ (wt«) ACs.^

co

D< e

(no) CO CO
(9(0

C Si Al Cr Mo Ni w V Ti Nb Zr

^13 L75 a75 ase 0.15 1.88 899 54 910 840 35

4? a« ass a34 a 25 a2i 858 34 910 840 16

11 ao5 2.45 a86 0.68 a56 ao3 S34 72 910 840 51

a 18 1.68 ao3 a 65 a 76 ac3 (L66 aoQ aos 892 66 910 840 32

13 a 15 210 an 2.14 a64 Ol12 0.01 0.85 a46 905 153 910 840 40

0.16 2.11 a 51 a2S L30 cs a25 9CT 123 910 840 68

15 Ql29 1.35 0.(» a68 ao3 a 16 a94 ai5 a« 965 243 960 900 65

[0047]

[Tables]
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<t $i. » (wtiXO

CO

Di «

Ono) CO CO
(50

c Si Al Mn Cr Mo Ni W V Ti Nb Zr

16 1. go Uw 1 Of ^ 01 8S5 257 w 850 7

17 0.09 2. 00 Or 12 Q. lo
A OR 970 26 85D 76

18 (112 0.22 2.63 OlOd 882 34 m 850 2B

19 0.37 1.76 0.68 0.72 S15 72 92D 850 24

a'

^

^15 0.S2 0.76 0.02 S28 226 2ED 850 SZ

-a as Q.GO a 81 a43 Z18 l.ll 841 71 92D 850 8

2Z a 19 2.41 ao3 L32 a()3 0.06 0,T5 0.57. 893 241 ga) 850 41

23 a2i a48 a36 a54 a43 1.09 ao6 a55 965 168 90) 850 69

[0048]

Table 4]

ft ^ « ^ (wtJO

CO

D, «

W) CO COC Si Al Mn Cr Mo Ni •w V Ti Nb Zr

24 a2i 1.50 0.56 786 56 SQO 850 - 5

25 a 19 a25 ao3 a82 1.12 0.19 ao4 813 81 S2D 850 7

26 as Q.2& ao4 a55 a2D 1.78 795 74 920 850 8

m
27 asB a25 ao6 a79 1.15 a 19 780 111 92D 850 6

[0049] Comparison steel No. 16 There are many Cr contents across the range of this invention, and three

Ac(s) parameter is lower than the range of this invention. Steel with a larger ideal critical diameter (DI)

than this invention, and comparison steel No. 17 C, Three Ac(s) parameter is [ there are few Mn contents

than the range of this invention, and / many Si contents ] and is higher than the range of this invention.

Steel v^th an ideal critical diameter (DI) smaller than this invention, and comparison steel No. 18

aluminum and Mn content exceed the range of this invention. Many steel. Comparison steel No. 19 C
content exceeds the range of this invention, and it is many steel and comparison steel No.20. Mo content

exceeds the range of this invention. Many steel. Comparison steel No.21 There are many nickel and Ti

contents across the range of this invention. Steel with three Ac(s) parameter lower than the range of this

invention, and comparison steel No.22 W and Nb content are [ V and Zr contents ofmany steel and

comparison steel No.23 ] many steel across the range of this invention across the range of this invention.

[0050] the JIS steel type ofthe former [ 27 / conventional steel No,24 -] — it is — conventional steel

No.24 JIS SMnC420 - it is - conventional steel No.26 JIS SCM420 ~ it is - conventional steel No.27

JIS SNCM420 it is conventional steel No.25 It is JIS SCM435, and Si content and three Ac(s)

parameter separate from the range of this invention, and all are little steel.
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[0051] It reaches [example 2] claim 5-8, and the example of this invention corresponding to 10 is

explained. The ingot for sample offering steel ofNo.216-218 of comparison steel and conventional steel

No,224-227 which are the conditions of this invention shown in Tables 6 and 7 at this invention steel

No.201-208 which are within the limits of the conditions (chemical entity presentation, three Ac(s)

parameter, ideal critical diameter (DI), carburization temperature, hardening temperature, and ferrite

area [ of the non-carburizing section after carburization hardening / annealing ] %) of this invention

shown in Table 5, and a hst out of range was prepared.
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[0053]

[Table 6]
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[Table 7]
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[0055] Comparison steel No.216 have many Cr contents across the range of this invention. Three Ac(s)

parameter at less than 850 degrees C Also as for an ideal critical diameter (DI), large steel and

comparison steel No.21 7 have few C contents across the range of this invention than the range of this

invention. There is much Si across the range of this invention, steel also with a small ideal critical

diameter (DI) with as high and three Ac(s) parameter as 965 ** and comparison steel No.21 8 have many

Mn contents across the range of this invention, and an ideal critical diameter (DI) is also large steel

across the range of this invention.

[0056] the JIS steel type of the fomier [ 227 / conventional steel No.224-] - it is - conventional steel

No.224 - JIS SMnC420 it is - conventional steel No.225 - US SCM420 - it is - conventional steel

No.226 - JIS SNCM420 it is - conventional steel No.227 are JIS SCM435, and Si content and three Ac

(s) parameter separate all from the range of this invention, and they are low steel.

[0057] The ingot of steel was hot-rolled this invention steel of examples 1 and 2, comparison steel, and
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conventionally, round bar steel with a diameter of20-90mm was prepared, and normalizing processing

was performed to the obtained round bar steel. From the round bar steel after normalizing processing,

the hardening distortion test piece and the fatigue test specimen were extracted. After performing

carburization hard^niT^g^/ temperii^g prnceftsiT^g tq each test piece, the amount of carburization hardening

distorti^irtSe rotation bending fatigue property, and the gearing fatigue property were examined.

Furthermore, about the 20mm roimd bar steel after normalizing, after performing carburization

hardening and annealing, the test piece for tensile test and the impact test specimen were extracted, and

reinforcement and toughness were examined. In addition, all the holding times in hardening temperature

carried out oil-quenching by 0.5Hr(s), and all aimealing was performed by 160 de^ee-Cx2Hr. Each test

method is as follows. "
[

[0058] (1) The amount of carburization hardening distortion : the navy C test piece was prepared from

round bar steel with a diameter of65mm. The fi-ont view of a navy C test piece is shown in drawing 1 ,

and the side elevation is shown in drawing 2 . The navy C test piece 1 has opening 2 and the circle

configuration space 3 on a disc-like object, as shown in both drawings, and the dimension of each part

ofa test piece is as follows.

Test-piece (Diameter a): 60mm, thickness (b):12mm, (diameter c):34.8nmi of circle configuration space,

opening (spacing d):6 mm, a test piece core and (distance p): 10.2mm based on opening circles.

[0059] Measurement of the amount of distortion after carburization hardening / aimealing was

performed by measuring the rate of change before and behind carburization hardening of opening

spacing of a navy C test piece. It is processed into a gearing using the steel materials for gearings in

which a big distortion to which the amount of distortion after carbiuization hardening / annealing by the

navy C test piece exceeds 1.0% is shown, and deformation big when carburization hardening and

annealing are carried out can produce this, profile modification processing must be carried out by

machine grinding, and machine grinding caimot be omitted. It is required for the amount of distortion

after carburization hardening / annealing in a navy C test piece to be below 1 .0 %, in order not to

perform profile modification grinding but to make use possible as a gearing with carburization

hardening and annealing, and in order to be able to use it, without performing profile modification

grinding irrespective of a gearing's configuration, dimension, etc., it is much more more desirable still

tiiat it is below 0.5 %.

[0060] Ten navy C test pieces 1 per each sample offering steel of the above-mentioned configuration

were produced, it carburized and hardened to this test piece 1, and subsequentiy, after carrying out

temper, the rate of change before and behind carburization hardening / aimealing of opening spacing (d)

of this test piece was measured, and this value was defined as the amount of carburization hardening

distortion. An average value with n= 10 trial repeats and its variation show the test result of the amount

of carburization hardening distortion. The test result of an example 2 is shown in Tables 8-11 in the test

result of an example 1, and Tables 12-14. In addition, other following test results are shown in this table.

[0061]

[Table 8]
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OE)

m
SntTP

\m

fiRiDS

liltttf

iSSBSSBc. ixiznn ^ tirS

SIS

Ka vimy uvDiry

I ao3 aoi 2 OLDr 7R

2 0 0 2 0 QIC ou

8 0.46 ao6 2 0 Q.60 7/5 ooO ^lO lOO) <»

4 0.02 0 I 0 0lG2 750 1025
oc
OD

5 0.08 2 0 OlGO 750 ouO

m
6 0.90 an 9 n 0.76 735 S80 1180 105

7 0 0 2 0 0.53 735 S2D /XL 85

8 0.S3 ao5 1 0 780 370 1060 94

[0062]

[Table 9]

CD msm
m
m

0$

(J/ctf)

9 ao2 0 2 0 asB 7^ 325 940 96

10 0 0 I 0 asB 785 385 930 95

3£

11 ao5 a 01 2 0 a57 735 330 980 98

12 0.08 a 01 1 0 0.58 730 320 975 95

m
13 0.42 ao4 2 0 ae5 780 365 S3

14 0.25 ao2 1 0 0.61 765 380 net m 84

15 0.87 0.07 2 0 aao 780 360 «U 1200 78

[0063]

[Table 10]
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CD

m
RioB WIS

GzDt)

i t M^ili 1

(Nn) U/asr)im Cm)

it

01

16 1.15 a2t 2 1 ass 7G5 310 1300 S5

17 0 0 4 3 0.48 680 260 880 120

18 ZIO 0.56 5 4 0.52 690 265 37

19 O.08 0.01 11 10 0.65 710 295 ICQD 00

2D 1.15 0.12 4 3 0.76 700 285 1150

2L 2.10 0.7D
c0 IvJV n

Z a94 a 15 s 2 asi 700 2B0 ^»} 1250 84

23 Q.S6 a 14 14 12 710 2SB ^0 120O 37

[0064]

Table 11]

Na

CD

m
amm
don)

mmf
kSSSSk

m
Qfai)

«

24 Z30 Q.E5 16 15 685 2B5 990 64

25 Z85 0.90 17 16 0.63 690 900 1090 82

2S 2.65 a75 18 14 aeo 706 290 965 85

zr 3w40 1.12 16 15 ass m 306 =rt> 1140 42

[0065]

[Table 12]

Cab) (m)

«4t

Ota) (N/flD*) CJ/cs*)nm

201 0.06 0.01 1 0 0.B3 755 850 1080 90

202 0 0 2 0 0. 58 740 320 fib 980 95

208 0.41 0.05 1 0 0.70 780 360 tlL 1180 85

204 0.25 0.03 I 0 0. 85 m 350 1090 83

205 0 0 2 0 0.57 750 850 970 105

206 0.68 0. 09 1 0 0.88 780 370 1280 85

207 O.ll 0. 03 2 0 0.65 760 360 1050 95

206 0.20 0.04 1 0 0.70 775 S65 1120 130
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[0066]

Table 13]

(X)

(on) Ota)

«

CN/w*)
«««
CJ/cn»)

it

m

216 1.31 0.28 2 1 0.9S 790 385 1S20 74

217 0 0 5 s 0. 50 660 275 870 35

218 1.10 0. 09 6 4 1.05 680 260 ^0 1250 37

[0067]

Table 14]

00 Wt<tB

(m) - (Nn)Nd
CJ/CIB*)

224 2. 35 0.65 15 14 0.56 680 280 990 65

225 2.75 0. 72 20 16 0.62 685 290 1085 88

m 226 2. 60 0. 70 15 13 0.58 715 300 970 90

227 3. 40 1.10 16 15 0.83 735 SIO ¥0 1185 38

[0068] (2) Ferrite area %: ofthe non-carburizing section, next a test piece [ finishing / the amount

measurement of carburization hardening distortion ] were used, ferrite area % of the ferrite-martensite

two phase organization of the non-carburizing section after carburization hardening / annealing of each

sample offering steel was measured by the speculum trial, it was defined as ferrite area [ inside a gear

tooth ] %, and the measurement result was shown.

[0069] Rotation bending fatigue property : (3) Extract a test piece with a parallel part diameter of 10mm
from round bar steel with a diameter of 20mm. Prepare the rotation bending fatigue test specimen which

attached notching (stress concentration factor alpha= 1.8) with a depth [ of this and the du-ection of a

right angle ] of 1mm to the parallel part over all peripheries, and on the same conditions as having given

to the navy C test piece to this test piece shot-peening processing after performing carburization

hardening / tempering processing (it mmA(s) arc height: — 0.6 -)
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